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Designed with quality and beauty in mind, Signature Kitchen now offers a
series of furniture pieces that blends elegantly with modern spaces.

Renowned for their exquisite collection of
designer kitchens, Signature Kitchen now
leads the way with the latest living concepts
and designs that will delight discerning
individuals looking for an aesthetically
designed home feature to match their
personality and lifestyles. Delve into their
latest series of Signature Living furniture
pieces, crafted with pure passion for beauty
and style.
▲ BED
Integrating wood in the bedroom is a
wonderful way to creating a close-to-nature
ambience as wood furniture is comfortable
and pleasing to the sight. This bed is
designed to fit into your cosy bedroom while
offering a stylistic element. With its tall
headboard upholstered with lovely button
design, the bed looks absolutely elegant
accompanied by two suspended side tables.

▲ TV CABINET
Based on the concept of new modernity,
this suspended TV cabinet flatters with its
simple lines and serves up a contemporary
appeal. It is quintessentially a versatile
piece of accessory that complements
various concepts of cosmopolitan living.

▲ WRITING DESK
With its sleek façade, this desk provides
modern form and function while resting atop
metal legs. Equipped with two slim drawers,
this piece will be an epitome of your tasteful
personality and at the same time, blend
seamlessly into your room design. CHx

A SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE
It all starts with Signature’s ‘Service Promise’ - which takes care of you from the first cup of coffee when you walk in, right up to a proper handover and cleaning service upon the completion of your purchase, to ensure that all customers are fully satisfied. The journey of your purchase
does not end when your item has been delivered; you still get to enjoy benefits and privileges via the Signature Privilege Card Program.
www.signaturekitchen.com.my
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